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We show how drying under shear can be used to prepare aligned
fibres and worm-like micelles from low molecular weight gelators.
Shearing followed by drying leads to the dealignment before the
water can be removed; continuous shear whilst drying is required
to maintain the alignment. Combining a slow pH change with
continuous shear allows alignment of the gelling fibres, which can
then be dried.
Preparing aligned domains of self-assembled structures is
1
useful for preparing conductive materials, as well as for
2, 3
applications in cell culturing
amongst others. Gelation via
the use of LMWG is one method of forming long, anisotropic
4
structures that could be amenable to alignment. A range of
techniques can be used to align anisotropic structures,
including spin-coating, shear, electrical currents, gravity and
5, 6
magnetic fields. Preparing large domains of aligned gels has
been achieved by pipetting liquid crystalline solutions of selfassembled peptides into a salt bath, relying on the shear forces
7
to align the structures. However, in general preparing aligned
gels is difficult as the trigger for gelation to occur needs to be
applied whilst aligning the structures. This can be achieved by
gelling in a magnetic field, although this is limiting, as very
8-10
strong magnetic fields are usually required.
We have recently described a number of perylene bisimide
11
(PBI) based gelators (Figure 1). The self-assembly of PBIs is
12, 13
interesting for generating useful electronic materials,
in
areas including organic solar cells, in field-effect transistors,
14-16
and as well as photocatalysts.
PBIs absorb strongly in the
visible spectrum, have long fluorescence lifetimes and high
quantum yields. PBIs are n-type materials, readily accepting
17
electrons to form the radical anion or dianion. In water, our
PBIs form worm-like micelles at high pH (typically >8), and gels
11
when the pH is lowered to around 4 (Figure 1; see Fig. S3).

Figure 1. (a) Structure of PBI 1; (b) Photograph of a solution of 1 in water at pH 9
at 5 mg/mL; (c) Photograph of the corresponding gel at pH 4.

The gels are the result of an entangled fibrous network being
formed at low pH. In both the worm-like micelle and gel fibres,
11
there is significant π-stacking between the PBIs. For many
applications where conductive materials are used, alignment
of the structures would be ideal; a more aligned sample will
show increased conductivity compared to an unaligned
sample, as the path the electron has to travel is shorter and
there is less chance of recombination of the charges.
16
In a device, PBIs are often used in the dry state. However,
whilst drying either our PBI solutions or gels resulted in
11
photoconductive films, alignment of the structures was
difficult. For the gel especially, drying the entangled fibres to
give a xerogel film resulted in a randomly aligned network.
18-20
Whilst aligned PBIs have been reported,
aligning PBI
aggregates can be very difficult using conventional
21, 22
techniques,
which restricts the use of PBIs.
In an attempt at forming aligned films from our PBIs, we
investigated common methods including spin coating,
gravitational alignment and doctor blading. All these methods
rely on the solvent in which the material is dissolved (here,
water) evaporating sufficiently quickly such that the alignment
created is maintained. None of these methods were successful
(example data for spin-coated samples are shown in Fig. S4). A
similar lack of success has been reported for similar PBI
21, 22
aggregates previously.
A more effective method of
alignment is therefore needed. Hence, we investigated shear
23-25
alignment.
As worm-like micelles are present in the
11
solutions of 1 (Fig. S3), if sufficient shear rate is applied, then
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these should align with the direction of shear flow. However,
to prepare an aligned film, as noted the alignment needs to be
maintained such that drying is possible.
We utilised rheo-optics to visualise the shear alignment
(Fig. 2). A mechanical rheometer combined with shear-induced
26, 27
polarized light imaging (SIPLI) technique
is used where the
bottom static plate of the rheometer is glass, with a camera,
linear polarizer and light source attached to image the sample.
The solution was placed between the two parallel plates on
the rheometer and shear applied by rotating the top plate.
When the solution is perfectly aligned, and the optical axis of
the studied morphologies is preferably oriented along the flow
directions, a Maltese cross indicating birefringence of the
sheared sample is visible. The light intensity of the polarized
light image (PLI) is proportional to the degree of alignment, as
well as to the concentration of sample used. This
measurement was performed on solutions of 1 at pH 8 at
concentrations of 5, 10, 30, and 40 mg/mL (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Polarised light images (PLIs) of solutions of 1 in water at pH -19 under
shear using a 25 mm parallel disks rotating at angular
speed of 1.6 rad s with a
-1
0.2 mm gap distance (maximum shear rate 100 s ) at 25 °C (a) 5 mg/mL, (b) 10
mg/mL, (c) 30 mg/mL, and (d) 40 mg/mL. Scale bar represent 5 mm. The vectors
labelled by letters P and A are a polarizer and an analyzer axis, respectively; (g) A
time sliced PLIs of a 10 mg/mL solution of 1 under a shear pulse for 30 seconds.
-1

When a maximum shear rate of 100 s was applied to the
samples for 30 seconds using a 25 mm parallel plate,
alignment occurred in all samples. The solution at 5 mg/mL
(Fig. 2a) showed the least alignment under these conditions,
providing the dullest picture, whereas the 40 mg/mL (Fig. 2d)
showed the highest degree of alignment with the brightest,
most defined Maltese cross. Alignment can be achieved at
different gap distances (Fig. S5); here we optimised the
thickness to 0.2 mm.
The shear alignment images were further analysed and
processed using the image analysis software ImageJ. A slice of

each image at a 45° angle to the Maltese cross was taken and
then combined to produce one image representing the shear
20,21
experiment
(Fig. 2e); the horizontal axis is the shear rate
and the vertical axis, coinciding with the axis of rotation, is
time. It can be seen that the central part of the sliced images,
associated with small shear rates, is relatively dark and nonbirefringent suggesting no sample alignment occurs at these
-1
shear conditions and a shear rate of 10 s or more is needed
for alignment, (i.e. where the image is consistently bright).
These data also show that alignment happens very quickly
when shear is applied, but alignment is lost in milliseconds
after the shear is stopped. This quick recovery explains why
alignment methods such as doctor blading, and spin coating
were unsuccessful, as the sample recovers faster than the
solvent can evaporate. This also highlights differences
between our systems and others, where alignment was not
28
lost after cessation of the shear and the sample could be
simply allowed to dry. We believe that this is due to the fact
that previous systems contained liquid crystalline materials,
which presumably only lose their alignment very slowly.
However, most LMWG do not form liquid crystalline phases at
the concentrations typically used. We also highlight that
differences in the on/off rates of the self-assembled structures
may be different.
To overcome the problem of the solution recovering
quickly after shear, we hypothesised that the solution could be
dried under a constant shear. This was achieved using a cone
and plate geometry on a rheometer. A solution of 1 at a
concentration of 10 mg/mL was used, as this was the lowest
concentration that gave a clear Maltese cross (Fig. 2b). To
prepare the aligned dried solution, a removable piece of glass
was attached to the bottom plate of the rheometer. The
solution was placed on the glass and the cone geometry
lowered onto the solution. In order to reduce the chance of
damaging the film as the film dried a minimum shear rate of 10
-1
s (defined from SIPLI measurements, Fig. 2b) was applied.
The shear experiment was performed overnight whilst all the
water evaporated from the sample. After the solution was dry,
the glass was removed from the rheometer and the sample
could be viewed on the microscope where aligned rings of
material can be seen (Fig. 3a). Under cross-polarised light (Fig.
3c and d), these aligned rings are clear and brightly coloured
showing alignment of the material. This method of shear
alignment was highly reproducible. Imaging the structures
using SEM, it is clear that the rings are formed from aligned
micelles (Fig. S6, Supporting Information). The alignment is
also consistent throughout the entire depth of the sample (Fig.
S7, Supporting Information).
Photoresponse measurements were then performed on
these samples. The photoconductivity was measured both
along and perpendicular to the alignment by placing silver
electrodes either side of the aligned structures (as determined
by microscopy) and above and below the aligned structure
(Fig. S1, Supporting Information). The decrease in resistance
was measured when the samples were irradiated using a 365
nm LED (at higher wavelengths, the samples are not
11
appreciably photoconductive as we discussed previously ). By
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measuring the amount of material between the electrodes,
differences in the absolute volume of 1 used was found not to
affect the conductivity (Fig. S8). Similarly, differences in sample
thickness were found not to correlate with the conductivity
(Fig. S9). Hence, differences in the conductivity with and
against the alignment are due to how aligned the selfassembled aggregates are.

a decrease in viscosity as the gelling fibres start to align under
the shear (the viscosity overshoot). The viscosity then
increases again as the gel is developing further until 130
minutes.

Figure 3. (a) Photograph of dried solution of 1 after shearing for 16 hours. Scale
bar represents 1 cm. (b) Photoresponse of the shear aligned dried solution of 1.
Black data is in the dark and red data is under 365 nm light. Solid red data is
against alignment and red dashed data is with alignment. (c) and (d) Optical
microscope images of (a) viewed under cross-polarised light. The scale bars in
(c) and (d) correspond to 0.2 mm and 50 μm, respectively.

To quantify this directional dependence on photoresponse, the
value at -4 V taken for the measurement against alignment
was divided by the value at -4 V for the measurement with
alignment. We define this value as S; the closer to zero S is, the
greater the alignment. Fig. 3e shows that the sample has a
value of S of around 0.60. This is higher than seen for the
coffee-ring aligned samples (S = 0.32; Fig. S11 and Fig. 9)
11
produced previously. This method however was found to be
much more reproducible and always gave aligned structures
with similar values of S. We ascribe this to there being fewer
variables when drying under shear.
We then moved on to forming gels under shear. As noted
above, 1 forms gels at low pH. When lowering the pH of the
sample under shear, the sample needs sufficient time under
shear to gel but not too long a time that it disrupts the gel
structures. The sample does not need to dry under shear as
gelation should lock in any aligned structures formed. To lower
the pH and induce gelation, we used glucono-δ-lactone (GdL),
29, 30
which hydrolyses slowly to gluconic acid.
This method of
pH change is highly reproducible as we have described in detail
29
previously. After adding GdL to a solution of 1, the change in
viscosity was measured. The viscosity data is useful as it senses
a development of structures in solution (Fig. 4a).
The solution shows virtually the same viscosity as water
until 65 minutes when the viscosity rapidly increases. During
this time, the solution has reached the first pKa at pH 6.7 of the
gelator (Fig. S13). As pH drops to the second pKa at pH 5.4, the
viscosity sharply increases as larger structures start to form. At
90 minutes, the storage modulus (Gʹ) and loss modulus (G )
start to increase as gelation begins. At this point, there is then

Figure 4. (a) Development of Gʹ (black data) and G (grey data) over time during
the gelation of 1 at a strain of 0.5 % and a frequency of 10 rad/s, compared to
change in viscosity (red data) and change in pH (purple data) over time; (b)
Photoresponse of xerogel-1 at a concentration of 10 mg/mL (left) gelled under
shear and (right) without shear. Black data is in the dark and red data is under
365 nm light. Solid red data is against alignment and red dashed data is with
alignment. (c) Photograph of the edge of the xerogel 1 after shearing for 2 hours.
Scale bar represents 1 cm. (d)-(f) Optical microscope images of (c) under crosspolarised light. The scale bars in (b), (c) and (d) correspond to 0.5 mm, 0.2 mm
and 50 μm, respectively.

After 130 minutes, the viscosity data are not reliable due to
gelation occurring. According to the gelation time sweep data,
Gʹ is an order of magnitude larger than G at around 300
minutes (pH 3.6), showing gelation has occurred. To
summarize the data, larger structures form after 60 minutes
and gelation occurs after 300 minutes. Alignment of these
structures can be identified in the viscosity data at 130
minutes. Hence, shear alignment experiments need to be
performed for between 130 and 300 minutes. A shear was
therefore applied to the samples for between 120 and 180
minutes using a 25 mm cone geometry at a constant shear rate
-1
of 10 s . When samples were sheared for less time than this,
gelation had not occurred and the sample was still liquid (Fig.
S14a). Applying shear for longer than 210 minutes resulted in
the gel sample being damaged (Fig. S14b). Gels sheared for
150 minutes showed the same ringed pattern as seen with the
dried solutions (Fig. 3b) but also had a denser area of gel in the
middle. These samples were allowed to dry in air to give shearaligned xerogels. When viewed under cross-polarised light,
they showed aligned structures (Fig. 4c and d). This is very
different to the samples formed without shear (Fig. S11 and
S12). Again, SEM showed that the underlying structures are
highly aligned (Fig. S15). When photoresponse measurements
were performed on shear-aligned xerogels, they showed a
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significant directional dependence (Fig. 4b). This is different to
when gelation occurs in the absence of shear (Fig. S11e). Shear
aligned xerogels have a directional dependence, S, of between
0.06 and 0.12, compared to xerogels not gelled under shear (S
= 0.95, Fig. S11e). This method gave very reproducible
samples, which maintain their conductivity and alignment with
time. Samples measured 6 months later showing very similar
conductivities and directional dependence (Fig. S16).
The shear aligned xerogels also show a better and more
reproducible directional dependence than the shear aligned
and drop-cast dried solutions. We hypothesise that this is due
to the fibres being longer than in the worm-like micelles in the
solution state and so are more able to align. However, the
absolute conductivities are lower for the gels compared to the
solutions; we ascribe these differences in the photoresponse
to different fibre morphologies and/or how densely packed
the fibres are. To answer both of these questions however,
more investigation is needed.
Hence, we have shown that we can align both the wormlike micelles and the gelled fibrous structures of a PBI using
shear forces. Rheo-optic measurements show that the aligned
morphology relaxes in a fraction of seconds once the shear
forces are removed. This explains our lack of success using
methods such as spin coating to align the samples, and
probably also explains the difficulties reported elsewhere in
preparing aligned PBI films. Hence, to prepare aligned, dried
films, the drying process must be performed under shear
which can easily be achieved using a cone and plate geometry.
This differs from previous examples where drying post shear
was possible, presumably due to the presence of a liquid
28
crystalline phase that did not lose alignment quickly. We
have shown that the slow pH change that can be achieved with
GdL allows us to also prepare well aligned gelled fibres, which
is extremely difficult to do by other methods. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first examples where alignment of
the same molecular PBI at different pH and assembled state
has been achieved. The control over the degree of alignment
results in photoconductive films with significantly improved
properties as compared to air-dried films. Hence, these
methods of alignment give well-defined structures that could
be used in electronic devices. These approaches should be
amenable to many other gelling systems and we expect that
this method could be used to prepare aligned films using
similar gelators, which could be used for many applications, for
3
example cell growth.
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